Participants in this symposium held on 22 February 1984 included retailers, security executives, police officers, magistrates, lawyers, justices of the peace, occupational medical officers, psychiatrists, one member of parliament, and the chairman of crisis counselling for alleged shoplifters. The chair was taken by the Baroness Phillips .p, director, Association for Prevention of Theft in Shops.
In opening the proceedings Sir James Watt stated that shoplifting had reached epidemic proportions, referred to decreasing standards of honesty, integrity and moral accountability, but asked that the scourge be studied with dispassionate objectivity.
Mr D Byrne (Consolidated Safeguards Ltd) stated that despite the charge 'thou shalt not steal', the term 'shoplifting' is now used to imply a less serious offence. Of the annual retail losses in British stores of around £1000 million, £150 million is due to burglary, £600 million to store personnel (including £240 million in cash at point of sale), and £250 million due to customer theft. The average loss of turnover is 2% (2 % in London), representing 9-15% of net profit. Many retailers will neither admit this nor investigate. Prevention does not increase turnover, insurance against theft in shops is not available, and it is easier to take action against customers since it does not cause problems with staff or unions. Although their powers are limited, store detectives must show results.
The Theft Act (1968) was reviewed by Mr T Lawrence, a solicitor, who pointed out that all four conditions must be proved: dishonesty, appropriation, that the property belongs to another, and most difficult, that there is intention permanently to deprive the owner of the goods. The accused has the choice of trial at a magistrates or crown court which must be sure, satisfied and have no reasonable doubt of proof. Prosecutors have discretion depending on both the age and medical condition of the accused as well as the value of the goods. He added that stores have not recruited security staff of a high enough standard and thus the quality of their witnesses in court leaves much to be desired.
Professor J C Gunn (Institute of Psychiatry) classified juvenile thefts as planned, marauding, 'proving' or 'macho' offences, and strange thefts 'Report of 'Invited Symposium' of the Royal Society of Medicine, 22 February 1984. Accepted 29 March 1984 even from parents called 'comfort stealing'. He also discussed thefts by depressed patients, fetishists, the rare kleptomaniac, and those with morbid greed who would steal food, eat it, and then induce vomiting. One study suggested that theft could be related to loss of home, spouse or, in cancer patients, life itself, conscious or unconscious manipulation to attract attention; or, to punish a relative, an unconscious act of retribution. With regard to stores he referred to a Manchester study which disclosed a number of absent-minded shoppers who forgot to pay, collect their change, pick up their purchases, or even remember why they went to the shop.
Dr J R Oxley (Chalfont Centre for Epilepsy) stated that there are between 300 000 and 500 000 epileptics in the United Kingdom. Epileptic 'absences' which mainly occur in children are unlikely to be relevant to shoplifting since the victim either stands and stares or, in a longer 'absence status', is obtunded and does little or nothing. The post-ictal confusion of grand mal epilepsy may be relevant as it may last as long as 48 hours and fluctuate. The temporal lobe or psychomotor fit can lead to confusion or automatism and patients may be accused of causing bodily harm as well as shoplifting. Therapeutic drugs may themselves cause disinhibition.
Professor M H Lader (Institute of Psychiatry) reviewed the psychopharmacological aspects and the effect of drugs on memory. He emphasized that benzodiazepines only cause an anterograde loss of memory. Some patients on antidepressives cannot learn from reading, forget where they have put objects, retrace the steps of an argument, words go 'in and out of their ears', and they cannot even remember what they have forgotten. Of between one and two million patients on psychotropic drugs in the United Kingdom, 50% are middle-aged women. There is no real evidence that their use justifies a routine defence for theft. General practitioners must warn patients on certain psychotropic drugs that they may be forgetful during the first two weeks before tolerance and insight are gained.
'Questions of civil liberties' were posed by Ms Fiona Hargreaves (Department of Law, North East London Polytechnic). Apart from professional shoplifters, the ordinary shopper if accused may have to pay for his or her defence if not entitled to legal aid, and also costs if guilty or even not guilty. There is a right 'not to be wrongfully arrested' but it is difficult and costly t 1984 The Royal Society of Medicine 0 141-0768/84/070619-02/$O 1.00/0 to exercise. In certain assault and shoplifting cases there is a right to bring one's own prosecution, but there are problems of uniformity leading to discrepancies. Private prosecutions may create the 'prosecution minded', but discretion can be exercised with the elderly or infirm and when prosecution would do more harm than good. There is also a right to privacy and, outside London in particular, those prosecuted may be hounded by local newspapers.
The Hon Greville Janner MP enlarged on the suffering caused to the innocent who were wrongly accused of shoplifting and of others who pleaded guilty to avoid publicity. Under the present system some 2700 men and 3000 women (around 10% pensioners) were acquitted of shoplifting in 1980, with massive costs to the community. His proposed Private Member's Bill would remove from the shopkeeper the power to prosecute and require the police not only to prosecute but to determine whether they have the right to prosecute that particular individual.
During the discussion Baroness Phillips pointed out that the majority of the victims of shoplifters were owners of one-man businesses. A representative from the Metropolitan Police explained that, owing to staff and financial problems in the 1960s, the powers of prosecution were passed to retailers in London. Detective Chief Superintendent J F Reece, Sussex, stated that 85% of shoplifters were 'determined thieves' but that the police considered the victim and the offender. The Essex police gave consideration to juvenile and elderly offenders (defined as aged over 59 years) and other county constabularies made special enquiries before considering prosecution.
Retailers were blamed for absence of warnings to customers not to be forgetful, and for unmanned checkouts. Receipts at checkouts were often incorrectly recorded and dated or not issued at all.
To a final question about the influence of psychotropic drugs, Professor Lader repeated that it was the responsibility of the general practitioner to warn patients of the side effects, which might include confusion and clouding of memory. Baroness Phillips described her experiences in two types of court. While the taking of psychotropic or other drugs could be used as a plea of mitigation in ordinary cases, they would constitute an additional offence in courts where driving charges were considered. HUGH L'ETANG News Communication with the CSM Sir Abraham Goldberg, the Chairman of the Committee on Safety of Medicines (CSM), addressed by invitation an audience of medical editors and Section Editorial Representatives at the Royal Society of Medicine on 25 April 1984. The purpose of the meeting was to consider the steps which might be taken by medical editors to improve communication with the CSM in the case of papers that were to be published involving adverse drug reaction reports or other matters involving drug safety.
Sir Abraham discussed the historical aspects of adverse drug reaction reporting with reference to drug regulation and the current procedures of the CSM. He asked that the CSM should be given as much warning as possible of the future publication of relevant papers. General support for improving communication with the CSM was expressed and a number of suggestions, some of which are to be explored, were put forward for achieving this.
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